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When a researcher has questions
about events or experiences for which little is known, designing a research study
that will provide causal explanation or
prediction may be difficult In such cases,
because little or no knowledge of variables exists that may be pertinent to the
event or experience or how these variables may be related, a qualitative research study may be the most appropriate
approach. Qualitative research examines
events or experiences in context from the
perspective of the individuals experiencing the phenomena. This approach allows
the researcher to explore the depth and
complexity of a phenomenon, identify and
describe its components and their relationships, and develop a picture of the
whole that can enhance and guide practice and future research.
A qualitative approach also is appropriate when an investigator seeks to
generate new theory or reformulate
ideas about a known phenomenon or
process when some indication exists
that current knowledge or theories may
be incomplete or biased.132A qualitative
method also may be used to identify
questions and develop instruments for
quantitative research.
Qualitative research is appropriate to
address such questions as, “What is
going on here? How can I explain it?” or
to describe how people live or cope with
particular experiences. Such questions
frequently arise in clinical settings. For
example, if a researcher wants to understand how patients perceive the stress of
transport or how parents cope with the

information that their premature newborn may not survive the trip to the
neonatal tertiary care center, a qualitative
approach may be the method of choice.
Comparison of Approaches
Although the terms qumtifutiue and
qualitative are merely descriptions of
two types of data (numbers and words,
respectively), the methods associated
with them approach the research
process from different perspectives.
Table 1 outlines some of these contrasts.
The researcher using a quantitative approach seeks to explain causes and
make predictions.2 Stemming from an
assumption that a reality exists that may
be discovered and manipulated, this researcher investigates the problem deductively, examining variables thought
to be pertinent based on either existing
theory or his or her own interpretation of
the phenomenon. Attempts are made to
control intervening variables arising
from the particular research context to
ensure generalizability to other situations or contexts. Data are numbers de
rived from subjects’ responses to paper
and pencil activities or from some objective measurement (e.g., laboratory analysis of blood, temperature measurements). Random selection of a large and
representative sample from the population of interest is used to control bias.
Throughout the process, the researcher
strives to maintain the stance of an objee
tive outsider.
The qualitative researcher, on the
other hand, assumes the existence of
65

multiple realities based on the belief that
people construct meaning in relation to
the world in which they live and that
each individual reality is unique in some
respect. Rather than attempt to control
variables, all aspects of the problem are
explored in depth, and any intervening
variables in the process are considered
part of the phenomenon? Description of
or speculation about the phenomenon
develops inductively, derived from participants’ interpretation of events in the context in which these events are experienced. In research related to patient
transport, participants may be patients,
transport personnel, or family members.
Data are collected primarily by interview
but also may be derived from observation and supplemented by a variety of pictorial or written records.
Unique Features
of Qualitative Research
Several features related to roles (of both
the researchers and study participants)
and to the research design also diierentiate qualitative from quantitative research.
In qualitative studies, people who agree
to take part are considered partners in
the discovery and verification of knowledge, participants in the research
process rather
than “subjects.”
Participant and researcher interchange
increases the sensitivity of each to the
topic under study, making possible a
fuller understanclmg and interpretation of
the phenomena. Both the interaction be
tween researcher and participant and the
reactions and ideas of the researcher
recorded as field notes and memos become part of the study data; in this way
the final product incorporates both researcher and participant.
In qualitative studies, decisions regarding the selection and size of the sample differ markedly from those in quantitative studies. Participants in qualitative
studies are selected because they are
knowledgeable about or have experienced the phenomenon of interest and
are able to share that knowledge with the
researcher. In some approaches (e.g.,
grounded theory), ongoing participant
selection is guided by information
emerging from concurrent data analysis
as part of the interviewing process and
its analysis.The researcher may increase
the sample based on theoretical (purpoR6
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Qualitative
Aims to describe phenomenon
or generate theory

Purpose

Explores causes,
makes predictions

Perspective

Objectivity increased through
use of precise measurement

Subjective view of participants

Sample

large, representative samples
Random selection of subjects
or random assignment to group

Small samples
Purposive selection of participants
based on their experience

Data

Generated from responses
to questionnaires or some
objective measurement
(e.g., temperature)

Consist of words (interviews,
diaries, other written documents)
or pictures or other artifacts in
which the significance has been
rendered into words

Analysis

Statistical

Interpretive

Qualitative

Research

Approaches

Phenomenology

Asks about perceptions of
an experience, as in..

What is it like.. .?
What is the experience of.. .?

Grounded Theory

Takes the form of questions
about how some process
developed, as in..

What is the process
. .of ventilator weaning?
. . of integrating some
experience into one’s life?

Ethnography

Seeks to describe the
culture of interest by asking..

Historical

Seeks to understand historic
events, ideas, institutions, or
people by asking..

What is the daily life of this
group like? What are values,
beliefs, experiences that
influence behavior?
What happened here and
what effect did it have on
health care?

sive) sampling, a process in which the re
searcher seeks to verify hunches or de
termine if emerging theory fits in diierent situations or with participants who
have selected characteristics. In ethnography, initial participants are chosen because they can provide entry to a group
or culture and can assist the researcher
either by explaining activities and behavior that the researcher may have observed or by suggesting further informants who can provide the explanations
the researcher seeks.
Because any qualitative approach generates enormous amounts of primarily
verbal data, large sample sizesusually are
not feasible. The number of participants
needed can be estimated only just before
data collection. As data collection progresses, sample size is determined by the

criterion of “saturation,” the point at
which the researcher is obtaining the
same data over and over again and obtaining new information is unlikely. The fact
that saturation does occur supports the
social/psychologic position that, although
each individual is unique, patterns do
exist and that people tend to make sense
of their experiences in similar ways.
Qualitative Methods
Several research approaches are
grouped under the heading of qualitative
methods. Table 2 defines a few of these
approaches. Some of these methods are
rooted in theoretical and philosophical
beliefs that direct inquiry and guide
analysis (phenomenology, grounded the
or-y). Other approaches have developed
as methods of inquiry in particular disciAprilJune
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plines (ethnography,
historical research), and they also have rules that
provide detailed guidance related to data
generation and interpretation. Some ap
proaches often discussed as qualitative
methods probably are more accurately
designated as data collection methods
(focus groups) or guides to data management and analysis (content analysis, case
study methods).
This article briefly describes three of
the most frequently encountered qualitative research approaches: grounded theory, phenomenology, and ethnography.
Discussion of each method is woven
around research studies using that approach. References associated with each
method provide more direction for readers interested in further exploration of
the particular approach.
Phenomenplogy
Phenomenology seeks to understand and
describe the experience of interest as it
is lived, that is, from the perspective of
the individual participant’s subjective reality. Phenomenology has emerged from
the works of such philosophers as
Husserl, Kierkegaard, Heidegger, and
Merleau-Ponty.3 The common theme in
all phenomenologic approaches is the
concern for human meaning and, in the
case of nursing, how those meanings can
be translated into information that will
lead to more informed and sensitive patient care.3
The phenomenologic approach asks,
‘What is it like to have a certain experience?” or “what is the meaning of a particular experience to the individual living
through that experience?” Swanson4
used a phenomenologic approach to examine the care provided to neonates in a
newborn intensive care unit by nurses,
physicians, and parents. Swanson believed that all these individuals are responsible for caring for the infant. She
asked them to respond to the question,
‘What is it like to be a provider of care in
the NICU?“4 Through her interviews,
Swanson began to see that the care pm
vided in the NICU consisted of managing
responsibilities, caring, attaching, and
avoiding bad outcomes within the context of the individual.
Data collection and analysis. Data
for this example came primarily from interviews. Usually in qualitative studies, inAir Medical
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terviews are taped and transcribed verba
tim. Such studies generate mounds of
data, which must be reduced and synthe
sized into themes that communicate the
essence of the experience. Phenomenologists’ concern with “wholeness,” however, makes them reluctant to condense
data through any segmenting and reassembly. Although some segmentation
usually occurs during analysis, most ap
proaches to data analysis developed by
phenomenologic researchers begin with a
careful reading and rereading of the
source material to capture the uessencen
of an account. The aim is to understand
meaning and actions. A number of researchers have developed guidelines for
accomplishing this understanding while
remaining true to the precepts of phenomenologic inquiry. Swanson4followed steps
outlined by Giorgis and provided a description of the analytic process.
Grounded Theory
The purpose of grounded theory is to
generate explanatory theory that provides further understanding of social and
psychologic phenomena. The approach
emerged from the social psychologic theory of symbolic interaction, which presents both a theory of human behavior
and an approach to inquiring about
group behavior.6 According to symbolic
interaction theory, people create their reality by attaching meaning to situations.
These meanings or beliefs are expressed
through symbols, such as words, dress,
hairstyles, objects of worship, etc.
Although each person’s reality is unique,
groups share symbolic meanings, and
these meanings form the basis for actions and interactions. In the process of
interaction, meanings may change.
Grounded theory research focuses on
these symbols and interactions and how
they change in particular situations to develop theories about social processes
“grounded” or based in the lives of pe*
ple experiencing the process.
Glaser and Strauss,7 two sociologists
at the University of California at San
Francisco, developed the specific techniques referred to as grounded theory
method. In this approach, initial questions
focus broadly on what is happening or
how something occurred, then narrow to
pursue spec3ic paths or processes identified from interviews as collection of con-

current data sharpens the research focus.
For example, Jenny and Logan8 used a
grounded theory approach to describe
how expert critical care nurses promote
ventilator weaning. Three themes were
embedded in the weaning process: knowing the patient, performing the work of
weaning, and managing patient energy.
These themes represented the major concerns that directed nurses’ actions in pm
moting patient independence. The report
is particularly valuable because it provides
a description of the analysis and methods
used to ensure trustworthy results.
Data collection
and analysis.
Several sources provide detailed guidance for the researcher whose study
question calls for a grounded theory ap
preach.@ Jenny and Logan’s8 article provides an example of the constant comparative method used in grounded theory
analysis. Data collection and analysis pm
ceeded concurrently from the first interview. The process of developing categories began with the first interview, and,
although these researchers do not mention it, questions can be added and the
interview refocused based on emerging
theory. The researchers recorded
memos to document the progress of theory development.
In the process of theory development,
researchers often return to previous participants to verify interpretations, a tactic
used by these researchers to increase
the trustworthiness of their conclusions.
In many studies, additional participants
are selected and other data consulted as
suggested by the emerging social psychologic process or theory, a step implied by Jenny and Logan8 in their statement that this study was the first stage in
developing a theory of the nursing
process in ventilator weaning. In this
study, as with many qualitative studies,
most data were collected through written
accounts and interviews with people directly involved with the process or phenomenon of interest. However, grounded
theory studies also may use other data
sources, such as written records or reports from individuals knowledgeable
about but not necessarily directly experiencing the process.
Ethnography
Ethnography was developed by anthropologists to study cultures. Its purpose is
67

to present a total picture of a defined
group’s daily life, including with beliefs,
patterns of activities, and meanings attached to these activities and behaviors.
The researcher or participant observer
becomes immersed in the everyday lie
of the culture being studied. He or she
enters into that life to the extent possible,
using multiple methods (interviews, ob
servations, written records, pictures, artifacts) to understand how conditions of
daily life and cultural patterns interact to
influence the phenomena that is the
focus of the research. The interest of the
researcher influences both data collection and interpretation.
Data collection
and analysis.
In
ethnographic research, data once again
come primarily from interviews and observations but also may encompass diaries,
pictures, and various cultural artifacts.
Analytic methods tend toward descriptions
aimed at providing an understanding of
the group or culture beii studied rather
than toward theory building.
Using ethnography as her primary research method, WelchfoJl investigated
the social environment of individuals
who had experienced a traumatic injury.
Welch followed 30 people for 14 months
after their injury. During that time, she
spoke not only with the victims but also
their families, physicians, and nurses (all
parts of the milieu influencing these individuals’ perceptions and behaviors). In
addition, Welch used a limited amount of
participant observation as she collected
data regarding the process of developing
meaning from the experience of recovering from physical trauma.
All individuals, regardless of their re
cover-ylevel, identified three basic stages
in the process: crisis, healing, and recovery. Those who did not consider themselves recovered at the end of the study
had experienced more severe injury,
often leaving them with permanent disabiity or disfiguring scars. All the nonrecovered individuals experienced periods
of depression during the study, and many
identified the depression as a major impediment to their recovery. Themes identified in the ethnographic data that Welch
recommended as potential intervention
targets included a sense of abandonment
after discharge, prolonged grief reaction,
and the need for more sensitivetreatment
for physical symptoms, such as pain.
68

Data Reduction
Participant 000
Causes of stress (self-doubt)
Some days coming into work I would be
petrified that I would do
during a transport.
Causes of stress (self-doubt)
I remember one particularly stressful patient.
This patient kept going into an arrhythmia,
which I thought was v tach, but the
referring physician said wasn’t. It was stressful
not knowina for sure and how best to treat it.
I felt embarrassed in front of my teammate.
Causes of stress (physical harm)
One night just outside the city limits, we
unexpectedly hit a fog bank. The pilot
momentarily lost control as he lost the horizon.
For a short time I was afraid we were
going to go down.

Combining Methods: Triangulation
Methods sometimes are combined in a
single study to confirm or clarify findings, a design approach known as
method triangulation. The two main purposes of method triangulation are to increase a study’s reliability and validity,
which occurs when data generated by
one method confirm the findings of another method, and to increase a study’s
comprehensiveness. Methods can be
combined within a particular tradition, as
demonstrated
by Wilson
and
Hutchinson, who used two qualitative
approaches (a Heideggerian phenomena
logic approach and grounded theory) in
a study of caregivers to discover meanings and ways of being while generating
a conceptual framework
(through
grounded theory) helpful in planning interventions and guiding further research.
Methods also may be combined
across traditions (quantitative with qualitative), although disagreement exists
about the appropriateness of combinii
methods whose assumptions stem from
such vastly different world views of the
nature of reality.13 However, Sandelow&if4 argues that including a qualitative component often enhances the clinical significance of study findings by
helping explain why variables are linked
by identifying the “actual configuration of
events that led to specific outcomes in
specific cases.”
Data Management and Analysis
The data to be analyzed in qualitative
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120
121
122
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studies consist primarily of words, but
qualitative analysis calls for the same
careful and critical scrutiny required in
quantitative studies. The researcher’s
task is to synthesize an enormous
amount of data, moving from concrete information to increasing levels of abstraction. Some guidance for data synthesis is
provided by such researchers as
Cola&P and Giorgis for phenomenologic studies and by Glaser and Strauss7
for grounded theory.
However, the researcher, while adhering to the spirit of the qualitative ap
preach guiding the study, has to find a
usable system for data reduction and synthesis. Miles and Hubermanfs identified
three streams of activity common
throughout most qualitative analyses:
data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing and verification. These activities overlap and are iterative or cyclical rather than separate and discrete
steps in the analysis.
Data reduction consists of selecting,
grouping, and summarizing data from
transcripts, field notes, and other
sources. This activity serves to sharpen
and organize the data to assistin drawing
final conclusions. As such, data reduction
is an integral part of those conclusions
because the decisions being made as to
what segments to code, how to group
them, or which pieces of data or patterns
best summarize the various data portions
are all analytic choices.
Table 3 provides an example of data
reduction in which three segments of
April-June
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Data Display

Causes

of stress

I

I

lntemal

External

Self-doubt

Physical

harm

L
text are taken from a discussion of the
stress experienced by air transport personnel. The researcher has labeled individual segments as “causes of stress”
and has underlined words and short
phrases representing these strategies.
The researcher further has noted that
the “causes” identified include both internal (self-doubt) and external (physical
harm) possibilities.
The purpose of the second activity,
data display, is to develop a system that
allows the researcher to view the reduced data in some organized fashion
that helps compare groupings and suggests relationships. Reduced data may be
displayed as networks or in columns,
charts, or matrices. From this display,
the researcher is able to see connections
within the data and either draw conclusions or proceed with further analyses
suggested by the display. Figure 1 is a
display based on data from Table 3.
The decisions regarding what to display (what goes in the rows and columns
of a matrix, for example) or how to
arrange elements hierarchically within a
network are subjective analytical activities. The process of developing the data
display also may lead the researcher
back to the original sources to verify the
context of a datum before assigning it to
a particular category, an example of the
iterative process of qualitative analysis
that adds to its reliability.
Conclusion drawing, according to
Miles and Huberman,ls occurs from the
start of data collection as the researcher
begins to note patterns and regularities.
Ideally, the researcher remains open and
skeptical, and final conclusions may not
be drawn until data collection is complete, but these “hunches” often influence subsequent participant recruitment
and data gathering. In Figure 1, the r-e
searcher indicates that a distinction exAir
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ists between internal and external causes
of stress. This beginning data display
provides a framework for further analysis
that may or may not support the distinction depicted in Figure 1.
Conclusions also must be veritied as
analysis proceeds. Verification may involve returning to the interview data or
field notes to determine if a conclusion
actually is rooted in the data, or it may involve review and discussion with colleagues to develop consensus regarding
the conclusions. Ideally, the researcher
also returns to talk with at least some of
the participants to verity that they recognize the processes described or that the
narrative does capture the essence of
their experience. This process of verification is an integral part of the evaluation of
any qualitative study.
A number of computer programs
have been developed that offer assistance with data management tasks by efficiently sorting, storing, and retrieving
data segments while also allowing the r-esearcher to move between grouped segments and the original context of each.17
Some of these programs also assistin the
development of a data display.
Although computer programs provide
assistance in data management, the researcher must make the data reduction
and display decisions, and only the researcher can draw final the conclusions.
Evaluating Qualitative Research
Quantitative studies are judged on trite
ria related to reliability and validity.
However, because qualitative approaches
have different rules regarding aims, evidence, inference, and verification, quantitative criteria are not appropriate for eva&
uating qualitative studies.18 Lincoln and
Gubata proposed that four factors be
used to assess the rigor of qualitative
studies: credibility, transferability, de-

pendability, and confirmability.
Credibility addresses the truth value
of a study and occurs when the descrip
tions or interpretations presented are recognized immediately by people who have
had that experience. These “member
checks” were used in the Jenny and
Logans study as one evidence of their
findings’ credibility. Results of a study are
also credible when other researchers or
readers, after having read the study, can
recognize the experience when it occurs.
Transferability is achieved when findings can “fit” samples and settings beyond that of the particular study.
Researchers may address this concern
by recruiting a sample that varies in age,
educational level, and role activities in an
effort to make their findings applicable to
as diverse a group as possible.
Dependabiity (or consistency) refers
to the stability of the findings and the
ability to track variance in the data over
time. Lincoln and Gubals proposed that
auditability be the criterion for evaluating
the consistency of qualitative findings. To
meet this criterion, the qualitative researcher needs to keep a written record
detailing and justifying what actually was
done at each step in the research
process. The record needs to be complete enough so that another researcher
could arrive at similar conclusions by following this “decision trail.” Jenny and
Logan8 detail their efforts to ensure the
dependability of their findings by having
two researchers code the interviews and
by their extensive use of memos and diagrams documenting the progression of
the developing theory.
Finally, confirmability is the criterion
Lincoln and Gubals proposed to evaluate neutrality. Because the qualitative
researcher is, in a sense, a part of the
final product, total objectivity is not possible. Only when the results can be confirmed by others not involved in the research is it possible to verity that the
findings are not simply the researcher’s
perception alone.
Confirmability is achieved when auditability, creditability, and fit are established.18 However, Sandelowskil4 cautions qualitative researchers to avoid
concentrating too much on cookbook
methods to demonstrate research validity and to focus instead on the “art of
their work.” The purpose of the research
69

report is not to defend how a qualitative
study measures up to the standards of
the quantitative paradigm but rather to
present the unique knowledge stemming
from the study in a manner that enhances understanding and practice.
Ethical Issues
Protecting participants is an important
consideration in any research and includes providing individuals with enough
information about the study to enable
them to make an informed decision
about participation. However, the personal, subjective nature of such research
often makes it diicult to anticipate what
may arise in the course of an interview or
observation. Munhallm recommends that
consent in qualitative studies be an ongo
ing transaction in which researchers and
participants revisit the decision to take
part in the study as unforeseen events or
consequences arise.
The investigator also must consider

the impact that participation in a study
might have on informants and must care
fully weigh the value of the research
against any potential harm. The researcher should strive to give participants a full understanding of how sharing
emotionally laden information may affect
them and must have a plan in place to
care for participants who encounter psychologic trauma related to sharing their
experiences.
The researcher also has the obligation to protect participant privacy. In
studies with a small number of participants, results must be reported in such a
manner that individual respondents cannot be identified.
Summary
Although both the assumptions and
methods of qualitative and quantitative
approaches in nursing research are different, both have the goal of furthering
the scientific basis for practice. A variety

of qualitative approaches are available,
and which approach to use depends on
the purpose of the research. In general,
qualitative investigations address broad
questions related to description, discovery, or theory building, and, as a conse
quence, the researcher is concerned with
the entire context surroundii the phenomenon of interest rather than concentrating on specific variables thought to influence that phenomenon.
The type of data collected and the
methods of analysis differ, but qualitative
research demands the same careful attention to selecting a design appropriate
to answer the research question and the
same assurance of rigor in conducting
the research and interpreting the results
as is required in quantitative studies.
When these issues are thoroughly addressed, the clinician has a basis for
judging both the accuracy and the applicabiity of qualitative research findings.
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